Meeting Readjourned on December 15, 2011
Curriculum Committee Minutes

In attendance: Enrique Morales-Diaz, Eric Bressler, Joe Camilleri, Volker Ecke, Elizabeth Starr, Jennifer DiGrazia, Diane Prusank, John Ohotnicky, Brian Conz, Gabriel Aquino, David Shapleigh, Emily Todd, Marsha Marotta, Mary Brown-Bonacci
Non-Members: Karin Vorwerk

Chair’s Report:
- Meeting opened with a discussion of last meeting’s movement to endorse or reject ROCCC’s proposal for Writing I and II. Someone proposed a friendly amendment so that the motion read: We endorse changes to Comp I and Comp II using the first and second bullet points outlined in ROCCC with the following concerns: resources (students should be advised to take the course accordingly in their disciplines) and with attention to the viability of a class with 12-15 students. We discussed the following points:
  1. Is there a difference in what ROCCC proposes and what currently exists? We agreed there was, philosophically and practically.
  2. Our endorsement does not mean approval. The endorsement goes to ACC, where they determine how to proceed with the endorsement.
  3. It is hard to endorse any recommendation without addressing or at least being aware of the resource issue. We lack data to know about viability of proposals. We discussed simply flagging the more glaring of our concerns.
- We closed discussion and voted on the motion, which we unanimously approved.

Subcommittee A Report: presented by David Laying
- We discussed and voted on the following CARs:
  1. 10-104: MOVP 313: We approved unanimously with recommended amendments from Subcommittee A
  2. 10-48: MOVP 330: CAR tabled
  3. 10-44: Skill/Activity Course for Movement Science: We unanimously approved with amendments from Subcommittee A
  4. 9-145: Movement Science: We voted to table with questions about a syllabus and depth of study
  5. 9-147: Movement Science: Wilderness Experience withdrawn by request from Department
  6. 9-120: Movement Science: Already gone through as part of approval, so we tabled it unanimously
  7. 10-109: Math: We discussed Subcommittee A’s questions and concerns and discussed whether departmental honors should be listed on transcripts, how students qualified as a Math Honors Student within the Math Department. We unanimously voted to table the CAR
  8. 10-110: Math Honors Project in Department: We unanimously voted to table it in conjunction with 10-109 until we could receive further clarification

We unanimously voted to adjourn at 4:30